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Apiniyāwewpīsim — Egg-Laying Moon (May) 2015

Pihkohowin
Nēhiyaw
Free
Cree
Resources and materials available at NWT Métis Nation
Kyle Napier | cree.nwtmn@northwestel.net

The Cree Language Program is collaborating with our South Slave Elders, networking with artists and authors, jamming
with our home-grown musicians, and coordinating with media experts to produce materials to help you to revitalize our
Cree language. Our resources are free and available at the NWT Métis Nation office and online.
Nēhiyawewin.com
Northerner Heidi Selzler, owner and founder of Western Willow Ventures, designed this user-friendly website for anyone
who wants to download free books and resources. We are still in our early stages of web development, but plan to host
more materials as we develop them.
Atayohkewin ohci Wisakechak — Ohcīwin Ohci awa Tipiskāw Pīsim
Legend of Wisakechak — Origin of the Moon
This origin story discusses the legend of the Sun (Pīsim) and the Moon (Tipiskāw Pīsim). This version has been shared by
Irene Sanderson and adapted by Vance Sanderson into a beautifully illustrated kid’s book.
NWT Nēhiyaw Pekiskwehk Tipahipīsimwan 2015-2017
NWT Cree Language Calendar 2015-2017
Through contributions from 19 South Slave Elders, project coordination from renowned author Richard Van Camp, and
two-dozen stunning moments captured and shared from our talented photographers. This culture calendar highlights
when birds are returning, when berries are ripe for picking, and good seasons for hunting and trapping various game.
Nēhiyaw Nikamonak — Ōyoyowak ohci Nanāskomowin
Cree Songs – Howls for Gratitude
The compilation album, coordinated by Veronica Johnny and Travis Mercredi, features more than a dozen Cree songs
and is a gift for any learner. The songs were produced from Learn Cree Through Music Workshops, and contributions
from performers such as The Johnnys, A Tribe Called Red, Mary Cardinal, Northern Cree, Gerald Poitras, Jason Burnstick,
Kelcey Pierrot, Art Napoleon, Gerry and Jordann Poitras, K.A.S.P., Dominic Abraham, Iskwew Singers and State of the Art.
This album is scheduled for release on June 21st — National Aboriginal Day.
Soniskwātahkew Pakesanak — Hockey Cards
Coordinated by Dana Ferguson and Paul Bannister, our community’s hockey leagues have skated onto the ice to share
hockey cards for our young people in both Cree and English. These are our proud community moments.
Materials and resources from other organizations
There are so many other Cree learning resources out there — the trick is finding ones that work for you. If you are
committed to learning Cree, you should be asking yourself how you want to learn, and finding materials that will help
you to acquire language in ways that are comfortable for you. The South Slave Divisional Education Council has
produced dozens of Cree kids books, while other websites such as nehiyawewin.ca offer teachings and free classes.

Māmawāpiyak / Community
Nēhiyaw understandings of community
Alexa Funk | research.nwtmn@northwestel.net

Māmawāpiyak is a group of people brought together by
circumstance or by choice; the people you share a community
with become your second family. There are different kinds of
communities — brought together by growth and loss. Kitōtēmak
mīna piyakōskān (your friends and family) are a community that
you grow up with. Even the people you identify with online could
be considered a community. Māmawāpiyak is not limited to the
people who live around you; māmawāpiyak is a group of people
who come together and form bonds over time.
Dorothy Desjarlais, a Métis-Cree Elder from Fort Smith, says that
our language community needs to pull together if we are to
revitalize our language.
Dot says, “Community means when all the people get together —
all the people pull together for whatever reason, either for
language or for teaching. It could be teaching the ways of life in
the bush, or teaching about the medicines that we can get from
the bush, and anything that has to do with teaching. When people
come together, that’s what you call a community. Because
everybody is involved, not just some.”

Community means when all the people get together — all the people pull
together for whatever reason.
— Dorothy Desjarlais
Being a part of a community is mamāhtāwitāw — it gives you a sense of belonging and importance. However, being a
part of a community is also a privilege, and not everybody has the opportunity to be a part of one. Community
members must value each other and realize how lucky they are to be together.
“A community coming together is about the best thing you can have,
because if you don’t have anybody, you just have yourself, it’s a pretty lonely
world,” says Dorothy. “People need people, and we need to teach each other
how to come back to ourselves.”
Losses within the māmawāpiyak, or times when a member is suffering, can
lead to niyanān ahcāhk (our spirits) feeling weighed down. Under these
circumstances, a māmawāpiyak may grow closer. This is also one of the many
great aspects of a close-knit group of people. They can support you when
you need it most. One of the best ways to heal after having suffered a loss or
going through a struggle is spending time with your māmawāpiyak and your
nitōtēmak mīna piyakōskān (friends and family). Talking with somebody you
are close with about your feelings is a great relief. Having a community
means always having somebody there to share the burden with you. Having
this support is sohkiwaniskānikewin (relieving).
“In the residential schools, people, kids weren’t allowed to speak their own
language. The only time they spoke their own language was when they were
away off or nobody else could hear them,” says Dot. “If we did, we got
strapping for it, and we were told never to say that again, whatever we said,
you know? I think a lot of people hurt from that.”
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Interview with Noam Chomsky

The importance of community in language revitalization
Kyle Napier | cree.nwtmn@northwestel.net

Kyle Napier: We were touching on the inherent and intrinsic connection between language, culture and identity, and I
was wondering, while our community in the past — we’re coming back from the “60’s scoop”, is what it’s referred to as
— has experienced residential schools in which a lot of our elders and people who had spoken our language at the
time were told not to. Like you had referred to earlier, they were specifically banned from speaking the language.
So I was wondering, what would be some of the healthier ways we can recover from such a recent oppression?
Noam Chomsky: Well you know, this depends very substantially on the nature of the community. So, if there’s a
commitment within the community to make it a self-sustaining culture, if young people are not just interested in
drifting away, but want to be part of the language — to recover, enlarge, expand the traditional heritage — then, you
can proceed and do it. It’s been done in the cases like the ones I’ve mentioned.
NC: Otherwise, it’s hard. In fact, it’s kind of interesting. It’s very interesting to look at closely related cases. I mentioned
Wales, where, in fact, the language — which of course never died — is really now the language of school-children as
common discourse, and so on. But go across the Irish Sea to Ireland. In Ireland, there was a major national effort, huge
national effort, to restore and revitalize Gaelic.
KN: That’s right.
NC: And it just hasn’t worked! You don’t hear people talking it. It’s used in formal occasions — if someone’s writing a
formal letter, they might use it to a university department or a government agency or something — but it hasn’t taken
off as the spoken language of the people, even with the very substantial government initiatives. Across the sea, in
Wales, with very limited initiatives, it somehow did take off. And you can’t explain it on the base of the language. It’s
something to do with the way the societies see themselves.
KN: A response from the community to want to have that language.
NC: Yes, that’s a critical part in every case that I mentioned — Basque, Hebrew, Welsh, others, Wampanoag — it’s a real
drive within the community. For example, in the Wampanoag case, this woman Jesse Little Doe - who you might want
to talk to, in fact - is a real live wire. I mean, she did excellent linguistic work working with Ken to reconstruct the
language, but she’s been very active in trying to revitalize the community.
KN: That’s wonderful. It takes, I believe, that active initiative - not only from the individuals, but the community. Like
you were saying, there doesn’t have to be that government involvement if the community wants that to happen.

Indigenous language learning

Five tips for practicing with your family and on your own

Veronica Johnny, of The Johnnys, with Janine Hoff, of Granddaughters of the Drum, at a Learn Cree through Language Workshop.

Cikāstēpison ohci /Photo courtesy of Carla Ulrich.

Kyle Napier | cree.nwtmn@northwestel.net

Several Elders have told me that it takes about a year to develop a strong enough grasp of an indigenous language to speak it
fluently — but the benefits of learning your indigenous language are immediate. I’ve been learning Cree for six months, and it has
already helped me to understand our Northern home, our community, and myself in an entirely new way.
Already, I have learned to speak so that others come first. Ki-sakihi-tin is the Cree equivalent to “I love you”, which loosely translates
to “you have love from me”, and “you” are the focus of that sentence. Cree concepts also show that time can be measured in 13
moon months and in six seasons, and that you can use a turtle’s shell to count all of the days in a year (28-fringes on the outside for
each day in a moon cycle, and 13 polygons on the inside for each cycle in a year).
These are just some of the benefits I have already experienced after committing to learn the language of my lineage. Below are
five tips for helping you to learn, practice and share the indigenous language that you connect with.
5. Independent Learning
First, you have to want to learn the language. The sooner you commit to learning your language, the sooner you can focus on
which methods for learning work best for you. As we have said during our workshops, “It’s no longer a matter of whether or not
you want to learn the language — now it’s about how you want to learn.”
There are countless resources out there for independent learning — some of which our program has developed. Within the first
few minutes of searching online, you can often find a library of free books available for download, videos of stories with
pronunciations and translated subtitles, lesson plans that you can print off, and even digital books for your iPad that can say the
words as you read them.
At home, we recommend writing labels for things around the house that you use often and want to remember, and then
identifying these things in your language. To learn numbers, we recommend doing an activity that helps you to count — cooking,
playing games, or even working out — and replacing the English numbers with your language’s numbers. Consider why you want
to learn the language, then find the words to have those conversation.
4. Group / Partner Learning
While there are some benefits to learning independently, you can reinforce your language learning much faster in a group or with
a committed speaking partner. This can be any other person who is learning the language — such as your significant other, your
parent or your child, or any language leader in the community who can enjoy a coffee with you to practice. Your language might
also have a few Facebook groups filled with dedicated learners and speakers of the language, who help the online community
learn concepts and terms.
If you are a parent who didn’t grow up with the language, you can still help your child to learn by encouraging them to be the
Language Leader of the household. Teaching is one of the best methods for learning, and so encouraging your young one to teach
you will encourage you both to learn, and for your young one to feel responsible for the language.
Activities help you toapply the language in a real environment. We recommend sitting and sewing in groups, playing games with
others, or even working on projects together — like creating kids’ books, designing a game, going hunting or fishing out on the
land, writing a song, and even designing a poster or piece of art. These language-based group activities push you to speak, learn
and laugh with others, while also helping you to be more creative with the language in real environments.

Nehiyawewin.com, published by the NWT Cree Language Program

Nehiyawewin.ca, published by Plains Cree speakers, instructors and Elders, is now
running free Cree courses through their website every Sunday

3. Find stories originally told in your language (or even in syllabics)
Sometimes, stories or projects in your language have been translated from English into your indigenous language.
Although this helps with finding similar words to English concepts, it doesn’t necessarily express the beauty of your
language in its natural form — and can even be a bit awkward for fluent speakers to read.
Seek out materials or stories that were originally written or shared in your language, or produced by fluent speakers of
the language. These are the resources that will help you to find the beauty of your language that cannot be expressed
in English.
Some languages use written syllabics with differences between dialects. There are syllabics charts that will help you to
read these, but it might help to sit-down and visit with an Elder or a fluent speaker to help read the story being shared
in its original language.
2. Visit with your Elders (and someone who knows the language)
I have noticed something while stopping in and having tea with some of our Elders in the South Slave — our Elders
seem to miss the times when others would surprise them with a knock on the door and a good visit. Our Elders are our
traditional knowledge and language holders — if you are respectful and listen, they may be willing to share with you.
There are many ways to learn, but the best proven method for learning an indigenous language is through the Master-Apprentice relationship. This means that you regularly visit with somebody who is a Master of the language, and
you would be their Apprentice.
It is important to remember that some of our Elders haven’t grown up with the language, and some have had it stolen
from them, so you shouldn’t assume that our Elders are fluent in their language. However, when you find somebody
who will sit with you and share their language, try to remember to put tea and bannock on for them and show them
that they’re appreciated. Your learning relationship will go a lot further.
1. Practice (learn one word and try to make 200 mistakes every day)
Learning a new language can be a bit overwhelming at first, especially if there are differences in dialects and pronunciations, or even different ways of understanding sentences and ideas. To ease yourself into learning, try to commit to
learning at least one word a day.
Instead of feeling like you have to learn a dictionary’s worth of terms right away, you will generally pick up one new
term that you can use in new situations. This will help to apply the value of the words you are learning, and eventually
you will have the words to be able to think in entire sentences with your new language and ideas.
I have heard some people say they don’t speak their language in public because they are afraid to make mistakes. We
recommend trying to make 200 mistakes a day in your language. You will find that you will learn the language faster
than those who are afraid to make mistakes, and you will also learn quicker from those who are willing to correct you.
Of course, learning a language takes a healthy attitude, a few resources, a humble approach, and a desire to want to
connect with your language. Good luck with your indigenous language learning — we hope these tips are helpful.

Acāhkosak, awa tipiskāw pīsim, mīna kihcikīsik
Stars, the moon, and heaven

Cikāstēpison ohci /Photo courtesy of Carla Ulrich.

Compiled by Richard Van Camp

Pekīskwewina Kīhci-kīsik / Words for the Heavens
Richard Van Camp visited with Fort Smith Elders to share
Acāhk — Star
our indigenous perspectives on space. There are several
Acāhkos(ak) — Stars
versions of stories that have been Cikāstēpison
shared, and
we will
try of Carla Ulrich.
ohciso
/Photo
courtesy
Amisk Acāhkos — Beaver Star (Gemini)
to offer all of the perspectives that we have been given
permission to share.
Atim Acāhk — Dog Star (Ursa Minor/Little Dipper)

Cīpiyak Nīmihetowak — Spirits are Dancing (Aurora Borealis)

Dorothy Desjarlais
Cīpiyahk Meskanaw — Spirit Road (Milky Way)
When the sun’s setting and there’s a pink and a
Kewetinohk Acāhk — North Star (Polaris)
purplish—all that comes together—it’s such a beautiful
Kihcikīsik — Heaven
colour when it’s all mixed. In Cree, my mom used to tell us
Kwāpahikan Acāhkos — Dipper Star (Big Dipper)
stories about a lady who was so beautiful she can get
Kwēskwēkan-Iskwew Osatakiy — A Jezebel’s Dress ( sunset)
anyone she wants. When she liked a man and didn’t want
Mahihkan Meskanaw — Wolf Path (Milky Way)
him to leave or anything, she’d put on a beautiful dress and
Matosisān — Sweat Lodge (Corona Borealis)
she combed her hair and the wind would come up, and the
Matosisān Asiyinak — Sweatlodge Rocks (Pleiades)
lake would be just full of waves. Nobody could travel on
Miskināhk Acāhkos — Turtle Star (Capella)
the lake, and nobody could travel anywhere, and she’d
Mistapew Acāhk — Giant, the Hunter Star (Orion)
have her man. And that’s the West. It’s called kwēskMiyo-Meskanaw — Good Road (Milky Way)
wēkan-iskwew osatakiy — a jezebel’s dress, the sunset.
Ocehkahcāhk — Fisher Star (Ursa Major/Big Dipper)
Mary Cardinal
“When Northern Lights come down real, real low, right
above your head, that means you’re not going to live long.
If you light a match, the northern lights are coming
down—you throw it up--they will go higher. I know that
because that’s what we used to do when we played
outside when we were kids. Northern Lights are really
spirits dancing. That’s why they call them cīpiyak nīmehitowak, or “the spirits are dancing.” In traditional beliefs, the
spirits are dancing as they proceed westward through the
star world to their final destination.

Pahkisimotak — Where the sun sets (West)
Pīsim — Sun
Sākāstenohk — Toward the sun rise (East)
Sakāwmostos Acāhk — Buffalo Star (Perseus)
Sawanacāhk — Souther Star (Jupiter)
Sawanohk — South
Tipiskāw Pīsim — Moon
Wapanacāhk — Morning Star (Venus)

We are actively gathering Cree understandings of the Skies, the Moon and the Space. Please contact us if you would
like to contribute your Cree understanding of the skies and space so that we may share with our communities.

Pimehk
Kanawacehk
Wapōs
Deep-fried Rabbit
Mary Cardinal

Pēyak wapos
Pēyak siwimin
Sīwihtakan mina kākominakahk (kīya nawasōhna)
Nisō wāwā
Pēyak Minihkwācikan ohpayihcikan pīwamew
Nawācew kiyikawehkaskikan (kīya nawasōhna)
Apisis nutmeg

One rabbit
One lemon
Salt and pepper (your preference)
Two eggs
One cup bread crumbs
Barbecue seasoning (your preference)
A little nutmeg

Kamanisaw wapos ketis pahki, ka sehiwa mīna ka
kasohkaciwahaw nanto nistanaw cipahikanis pihci.
Ka āhtastahk ohci nīpīy mīna kā sehiwa.
Kiyikawehkaskikan asici nutmeg, nawācew
kiyikawehasikan, siwihtakan mīna kakominakahk.
Kwāpa-ha pihci napakinan wāwih ekwa pihci
ohpayihcikan pīwamew. Pimiy ka nawachan mīna
sēkona tahkohc acimomasinahikan pahkaci kisitew.
Kapatestwew asici kiscikānisa kīya ka nawasōhna.

Cut rabbit into small portions, wash clean and boil
for 20 minutes in a solution of water and lemon
juice.
Remove from water and wipe dry.
Season with nutmeg, barbecue seasoning, salt and
pepper.
Dip in beaten egg, then in dry bread crumbs.
Deep fry in fat and drain on newspaper when
cooked. Serve with vegetables of your choice.
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Kīsitēpowin Pīkiskwewina
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(Cooking Words)

5
6
7

8

9

Hints for these cooking terms can be
found on page 43 of our "Ohci Eta
Miciwin Mistikowak" cookbook, or on
this page within the "Pimehk
Kanawacehk Wapōs" recipe.
The answers are in Cree.

10

Down
1. Something you read to catch up on
local events.
11
2. To prefer/choose one thing over
13
12
another.
3. To submerge something into a
liquid or mixture for further
14
preparation.
4. Before you dry the dishes, you need
15
to do something else. (2 Words)
7. After the preparation of the meal is
complete, the food is ready to ______.
Across
8. To use a knife to portion something
5. A small, white object you can boil or break open and cook.
into smaller pieces.
6. A tasty, long-eared mammal.
11.A zesty, yellow fruit that is part of
9. To take something away/to move it elsewhere. (2 Words)
10. A black condiment often seen paired with another on the table. the citrus family.
12. To have only a small amount of an
13. Carrots, broccoli and lettuce are all considered to be these.
ingredient.
14. To cook something in hot oil. (3 Words)
15. A white mineral often used to add flavour or preserve food.

Nēhiya Pīkiskwewin Mitawewina
Cree Word Games
Pisiskiwak (Animals)

A Word-Matching Puzzle made up of
various animal names.
Match the Cree animal names
with their Engish names.

Amisk
Ankwacas
Atēhkumek
Atim
Atik
Cahcakiw
Kāhkākiw
Kekehk
Mākwa
Mikisiw
Misipisiw
Mōhkahasiw
Mōswa
Muskwa
Namekos
Namepiy
Nikik
Niska
Okāw
Ōhō
Onawakohtew
Pahpahahkwān
Pisiw
Sakāwmostos
Sīsīp
Wacask
Wapīhew
Wāpos
Wāwāskēsiw

Goose
Trout
Dog
Caribou
Owl
Chicken
Moose
Ptarmigan
Eagle
Hawk
Buffalo
Lynx
Sucker
Muskrat
Squirrel
Raven
White Fish
Cougar
Pickerel
Pelican
Duck
Turkey
Beaver
Heron
Rabbit
Otter
Loon
Bear
Elk

Nehiya Pīkiskwewin Natonam
(Cree Word Search)

pīsim
nimosōm
sakāw
ācimowin
sākāhikan
kaskewewin
wisakechak
sīpīy
iskotēw
nīmihitowin
nīpīy
kīsikāw
niwihowin
mīkiwām
wīhkaskwa
mekwana
tanisi
sīkwan
miyo
māmawāyāwin apiniyāwewpīsim
ohkoma
nakinisowin
kōna

Please contact us if you have any
questions or if you would like to
contribute to our next issue
Box 720
133 Simpson St.
(867) 872-2770
cree.nwtmn@northwestel.net

